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Abstract. Recommender systems are popular information filtering systems used in various 
domains. Cold-start problem is a key challenge in a recommender system. In new-
item/existing-user case of the cold-start problem, which is recommendation of a recently-
arrived item to a user with historical data, finding links between existing items with 
recently-arrived items is critical. Using VideoLectures.net Cold-Start Recommendation 
Challenge data, this paper includes a linear regression model to predict future co-viewing 
count between an existing item and a recently-arrived, not-yet-viewed item. 

1 Introduction 

A recommender system produces user-specific subsets of a global item set, in which users are 
expected to be interested. These recommendations are computed by predicting user-item scores 
that are not known yet, generally based on:  

• Implicit or explicit ratings of similar users on items that user has not rated yet. 
• Content similarity between items that user has rated high and has not rated yet. 

According to the algorithms listed above, a recommender system may either use a 
collaborative, content based, or hybrid approach to produce recommendations. 

Although collaborative filtering systems are very successful when there are sufficient 
historical user-item data available, they cannot produce recommendations in any of the cold-start 
cases, which are recommending new items (an item that nobody has rated yet) to users, or 
recommending items to new users (a user with no historical ratings data). 

Recommending existing items is not in this paper’s scope, we will focus on new-item cases. 
Finding existing item-new item links using existing item-existing item links provide scores to 

be used to discover next high-rated item after high-rating an existing item, which is an important 
signal for recommendation. Our method represents two items as one vector of a joint feature set, 
which is constructed by computing relationships between some of their content features (title, 
categories, authors, … in videolectures.net domain). Then we apply linear regression to predict 
which item would be consumed after current item most probably.  This is a ranked list of 
candidate successor items for each existing item. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is the related work, Section 3 
describes the methods we have used and experiments we have done, Section 4 concludes the 
paper. 
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2 Related Work 

There have been many collaborative filtering algorithms studied. These algortihms produce 
recommendations using: 

• Neighborhood  based methods [1, 2, 3] 
• Latent Factor Models [4, 5, 6] 
• Matrix Factorization based methods [7] 

Neighborhood methods are the traditional collaborative filtering models, which used to be the 
dominant collaborative filtering method before matrix factorization techniques. Typically,  a 
neighborhood based collaborative filtering  algorithm finds nearest neighbors of items or  users, 
according to historical rating data [8].  Using the neighborhood, the algorithm tries to predict 
unknown user-item ratings. 

Latent factor models are based on representing both users and items in the same feature 
space, latent factors. Latent Semantic Models for Collaborative Filtering [9] is an example. 

Matrix factorization for performing collaborative filtering (may be included in latent factor 
models)  is based on factorizing ratings data, which is a user-item matrix. Singular Value 
Decomposition based recommenders are the popular factorization based methods [7].  

The pure collaborative methods for recommender systems  are not able to solve cold-start 
problems for new-item case.  Generally, hybrid models are used to solve cold-start problems 
[10, 11]. There are some other approaches that fill the user-item matrix by generating ratings 
(with a bot, for example) [12].  

Menon and Elkan’s method for Dyadic Prediction (Recommendation and link prediction are 
examples of dyadic prediction) [13] introduces a log-linear model for discovering latent factors, 
where a dyad may be a user-item pair (recommendation),  or either item-item or user-user pairs 
(link predicition). Their approach takes side information (different from just unique identifiers) 
into account, thus providing a solution to cold start problem.  

Chu and Park’s bilinear regression method for recommendation on dynamic content [14] also 
benefits from the static features of users (gender, for example) and items (bag of words, 
category, ...). Their method let them recommend very recent items to users, showing that it may 
be considered as a solution to cold start problem for the new item case. 

Again, Park and Chu’s pairwise preference regression method specifically addresses the cold 
start problem [15]. Their method represents a joint feature space for user/item pairs via outer 
products. 

Park and Chu’s pairwise preference regression method is the inspiring method for our 
solution for predicting links between existing items and new items. However, there are 
differences. Our solution focuses on constructing a joint feature space for item-item pairs. This 
feature space is not bilinear. Instead, it is constructed using relationships between two items on 
several content features. A transformed feature may be either numerical or categorical. For 
example, cosine similarity between titles of two items is a candidate numerical joint feature (title 
relationship) for the final dataset, whereas the language relationship (the language code if  they 
are in the same language) is a categorical joint feature. 
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3 Methods and Experimental Study  

3.1 VideoLectures.Net Data 

VideoLectures.Net1 is a repository for video lectures from scientists in various events. The 
algorithm is applied to the dataset provided by VideoLectures.Net Recommendation Challenge 
[16]. Listed below are some properties of the dataset: 

1. authors: Contains data on authors registered on VideoLectures.Net 
attributes: id, name, gender, email, homepage 

2. author_lectures: Information on which author authored what lecture (There is a many-to-
many relationship between authors and lectures) 
attributes: author_id, lecture_id 

3. categories: Information on categories in scientific taxonomy. 
attributes: id, name, parent_id 

4. categories_lectures: Information on what lecture is categorized under which category. (There 
is a many-to-many relationship between categories and lectures 
attributes: category_id, lecture_id 

5. lectures_train: contains a subset of lectures with publication date prior to 1.7.2009 
attributes: id, type, language, parent_id, rec_date, pub_date, name, description, slide_titles, 
views 

6. lectures_test: contains a subset of lectures published after 1.7.2009 
attributes: id, type, language, parent_id, rec_date, pub_date, name, description, slide_titlesll 

7. pairs: records about a pair of lectures viewed together with at least two distinct cookie 
identified browsers.  
attributes: lecture1_id, lecture2_id, frequency 

8. events: contains information on events, which are basically a set of lectures grouped together. 
attributes: id, type, language, parent_id, rec_date, pub_date, name, description  

9. task1_query: Contains lecture ids from the subset of lectures_train, for which a ranked list of 
30 recommended lectures from lectrues_test is expected. 
attributes: id 

3.2 Methods and Experiments  

To estimate the model that predicts co-viewing counts of existing video-new video pairs, we 
first transform the features of video pairs into one joint feature space. We find relationships 
between two videos on several content features, and use these relationships as resulting features. 
Attributes of the transformed data are: 

• type: If two videos are in the same type (lecture, keynote, ...) the common type, 0 otherwise.  
This feature is categorical with 16 distinct values 

• language: If two videos are in the same language the language code, 0 otherwise. 
This feature is categorical with 10 distinct values. 

                                                           
1http://www.videolectures.net  
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• parent: The parent property is hierarchical, that is, parents of videos (the events) also have 
parents. We have detected all parents of two lectures to the deepest level.  
The value of this feature is simply the jaccard similarity of the resulting sets. 

• title: After the indexing process, total idf (inverse document frequency) of the common terms 
is the value for this feature. The reason we chose inverse document frequencies over term 
frequencies (or simply 0 or 1) is to make significant words more discriminative.  

• categories: In the dataset, categories are also defined in a hierarchy. We have created 
category indexes for lectures to the deepest level. Because the top categories are very 
common for all videos, we applied the same strategy as we did while computing the value for 
the title feature. The total idf of the common categories of two lectures is the resulting value. 

• authors: To increase the effect of ‘same author’s different lectures’ if  she has fewer lectures 
in the web site, we applied the total idf strategy again, for authors feature.  

• description: We computed the value in the same way as we did for the title. 
• co-viewing count: Score is the target value of the predictors defined so far, which is 

frequency of lecture pairs viewed together. 

Each example in the transformed data representing a video pair contains a set of features, and 
a target variable (co-viewing count). The task of estimating a function to predict future co-
viewing counts is a supervised learning, specifically regression problem. We have used linear 
regression with the simplest estimator; ordinary least squares. Linear regression with an 
intercept term estimates a function in the following format: 

 y = ß0 + ß1x1 + ß2x2 + ... + ßkxk (1) 

where y is the target variable to be predicted, xi’s are regressor variables (features), and ßi’s are 
the parameters to be learned. We want to estimate the parameters so that the resulting function 
minimizes the error, which is the difference between the observed (actual) and estimated y 
values. Ordinary least squares is the approach of minimizing the sum of squared errors. Finally, 
one can apply the estimated regression function to an arbitrary video pair to predict the number 
of times the videos will be watched together. Before applying the function, she need to 
transform the video-pair into our joint features space.  

We used R programming language [17] to estimate the linear model. Because language and 
type attributes are categorical and have 10 and 16 distinct values, respectively; the resulting size 
of dimensions is 31, while there are 363880 training example. 

To measure the relative importance of regressor variables on predicting the co-viewing count 
of two videos, we have used the approach Grömping has introduced [18].  Using the metric last, 
we have compared each regressor variable’s contribution to accuracy when all other regressors 
are available. The top five  regressor variables are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Top 5 relatively important regressors 

Feature Importance 
title 0.0065 

categories 0.0043 

parent 0.0040 

description 0.0025 

authors 0.0022 

 
 

Finally, we have assigned values of common term frequencies to features where we have used 
inverse document frequencies previously, and run the same algorithm. The final evaluation 
results will show that using term frequencies decreases the prediction accuracy.  

3.3 Evaluation 

To pre-evaluate the model we have estimated, we applied 3-fold cross-validation to data. The 
cross validated standard error of estimate, which is the square root of the mean of MSE’s of 3 
folds, is computed as 23.4. 

We have also analyzed the residuals, which is the difference between the actual value and 
estimated value of an observation, when 10% of the observations were used to test the model we 
have estimated from the remaining 90%.  The quartiles of residuals may give an idea about its 
distribution. Table 2 shows the  quartiles with minimum and maximum values of residuals we 
have computed, Figure 1 is a boxplot of quartiles with a range of 20. The quartiles show that 
50% of residuals are between  -4.14 and -0.27.  

Table 2. Quartiles of residuals 

Minimum 1st quartile 2nd quartile 
(median) 

3rd quartile Maximum 

-151 -4.14 -2.22 -0.27 3170 
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Fig. 1. Boxplot of quartiles of residuals 

Goal of VideoLectures.Net Recommender System Challenge Task 1 is finding a ranked list of 
potential next lectures for each lecture in task1_query data, by retrieving a ranked sublist from 
the test set of lectures. The challenge can be considered as an information retrieval problem, and 
they have defined an R-precision variants of  precision at K and MAP, which are standard 
evaluation measures used in information retrieval [19]. 

To find a ranked list of recommended lectures for a given lecture in task1_query data, we 
have paired the lecture with each  possible test lecture from lectures_test data, computed 
predicted values, ranked them according to the scores we have computed, and submitted the top 
ranked 30 candidate lectures. The evaluation score is computed as 0.2492. The experiments also 
show that choosing term frequencies instead of inverse document frequencies decreases the 
predicting performance. In this case, the evaluation score is computed as 0.2266. The final 
evaluation score, 0.2492, can be considered high, ranked 7th among 1656 submitted solutions 
from 62 active teams of 303 registered teams with 346 members.  

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have described our solution to predict item-to-item link scores (co-viewing 
counts, in this case) to solve cold-start problem in recommender systems using 
VideoLectures.Net Recommender System Challenge data. We have used ordinary least squares 
linear regression to predict scores. The results show that the method of defining joint features 
and applying regression on transformed data provides us simple and accurate results in relatively 
small dimensions.  

However, we have only tried ordinary least squares linear regression, which may not be the 
best model for the problem; as a future work other regression methods, especially the non-linear 
models may be applied to the problem. In addition, more features may be defined, and an 
efficient feature selection method may be applied to data. We also left this process as a future 
work.  
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